Assessment of a new biological complex efficacy on dysseborrhea, inflammation, and Propionibacterium acnes proliferation
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Introduction: Acne vulgaris is a common chronic inflammatory disease of the pilosebaceous unit triggered by Propionibacterium acnes. A bakuchiol, Ginkgo biloba extract, and mannitol (BGM) complex has been developed to provide patients with acne with a specific dermocosmetic to be used adjutively with conventional treatments.

Objective: The aim of these studies was to assess the antibacterial, anti-inflammatory, and antioxidative potential of BGM complex and its individual compounds as well as its impact on sebum composition.

Methods: The antibacterial, anti-inflammatory, and antioxidative potential of BGM complex and its compounds was assessed through in vitro, ex vivo, and clinical studies. The clinical benefit of BGM complex formulated in a cream was assessed in subjects prone to acne through sebum composition analysis and photometric assessments.

Results: Results from the studies showed that the BGM complex has significant antibacterial, anti-inflammatory, and antioxidative properties. At similar concentrations, bakuchiol has up to twice the antioxidative potential than vitamin E. In subjects, BGM complex regulated the sebum composition in acne patients by increasing the level of sapienic and linolenic acid and reducing the level of oleic acid. The reduced number of porphyrins on the skin surface showed that it is also effective against P. acnes.

Conclusion: BGM complex provides a complete adjunctive care in patients with acne by targeting etiopathogenic factors of acne: dysseborrhea, inflammation, and P. acnes proliferation.
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Introduction
Acne vulgaris is a common chronic inflammatory disease of the pilosebaceous unit. Its pathophysiology includes abnormal keratinization leading to follicular plugging (comedone formation), inflammation, androgen-mediated stimulation of the sebaceous gland, and proliferation of Propionibacterium acnes within the follicle.¹ P. acnes culture supernatants contain lipases and have been shown to activate inflammatory receptors, such as toll-like receptor 2.²,³ More recently, P. acnes has been shown to activate proteinase-activated receptor in human keratinocytes when tested in vitro. Proteinase-activated receptor 2 is known for regulating the encoding of several proinflammatory cytokine genes, such as interleukin-1α (IL-1α), IL-8, and tumor necrosis factor α (TNF-α).⁴

The hormonal-mediated stimulation of the sebaceous gland observed in patients with acne leads to increased sebum production and potentially changes its composition.⁵
Recently named “dysseborrhea” by Melnik, it facilitates both inflammatory and noninflammatory lesion formation. This change of sebum composition has been specifically observed for squalene, a major sebum component, and linoleic acid. Squalene oxidation is caused by protoporphyrins produced by *P. acnes* and activated by ultraviolet light. Oxidized squalene, which is not present in the sebum of acne-free individuals, has been found in patients with acne. It forms highly comedogenic and sticky polymers, which may lead to hyperkeratinization and inflammation of comedones.

To limit the potentially harmful effects of oxidized squalene, the skin defends itself by secreting vitamin E on its surface. This lipophilic vitamin is present in the cutaneous lipids as a normal component of human sebum. At sites with a high density of sebaceous glands, such as cheeks and the forehead, vitamin E is continuously secreted at elevated levels, which is correlated with squalene levels. In individuals with acne, vitamin E levels in the sebum are decreased compared with that of healthy individuals, resulting in an increased level of oxidized squalene.

Linoleic acid, another compound of the human sebum, is an essential fatty acid. It participates in the preservation of the skin barrier integrity and a component of stratum corneum ceramides. In acne patients, the quantity of linoleic acid in epidermal lipids and comedones decreases with increasing severity. This decrease in linoleic acid leads to the impaired skin barrier function and predisposes the skin to infections. In addition, linoleic acid inhibits 5α-reductase activity, which regulates sebum production. In the skin, linoleic acid is not metabolized into γ-linolenic acid but is primarily transformed into 13-hydroxyoctadecadienoic acid, which has antiproliferative and anti-inflammatory properties. When applied on the skin, linoleic acid reduces the size of comedones by significantly reducing their growth.

Oleic acid also belongs to the essential fatty acid group and is part of the hydrolipidic film. Applying oleic acid on skin causes comedones as it impairs the skin barrier permeability through changes in the membrane structure of the stratum corneum and decreases the epidermal calcium gradient. It acts on skin via receptors in the calcium channels, increasing the influx of calcium into the keratinocytes, thereby causing epidermal hyperplasia, poor keratinization, and scaly skin. In addition, oleic acid has been shown to cause *P. acnes* proliferation and localized inflammation by increasing the production of IL-1α by keratinocytes.

Sapenic acid has antibacterial properties and is the most abundant fatty acid released from triglycerides in sebum.

The present article reports on results from in vitro, ex vivo, and clinical studies conducted with a new dermocosmetic (Sebium® Global, Laboratoire Bioderma [NAOS], France) or its ingredients (bakuchiol, Ginkgo biloba extract, and mannitol [BGM complex]) assessing its antibacterial, anti-inflammatory, sebum protection, and antioxidation potential in the regulation process of the physiopathology of acne.

BGM complex is composed of natural compounds: the antibacterial and anti-inflammatory compound bakuchiol, anti-inflammatory Ginkgo biloba extract, and antioxidant mannitol.

In the past, individual compounds of BGM complex have demonstrated their potential benefits in reducing infections, inflammation, and oxidation. The BGM complex was formulated and developed to offer individuals prone to acne with a moisturizing cream, which in addition to managing dryness, provides an adjunctive benefit to therapeutics as demonstrated recently in a clinical study.

**Methods**

**Antibacterial activity**

**In vitro testing**

The antibacterial activity of BGM complex against *P. acnes* (strain CIP A 179) was assessed in vitro through the determination of the minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) using standard methods. *P. acnes* was cultivated in a Wilkins–Chalgren liquid culture medium at 37°C ±1°C for 24 hours. A tryptone salt solution was prepared to obtain a bacterial concentration of 10⁶ CFU/mL measured using a densitometer (optical density = 1, Densimat®, bioMérieux, Marcy-l’Etoile, France). This suspension was diluted ten times to obtain a final dilution of 10⁻⁶ allowing for an accurate cell count.

The MIC of BGM complex actives was tested compared to zinc gluconate, benzoyl peroxide (BPO), and the antibiotic erythromycin. Sterilized and osmosed water was used as a solvent for Ginkgo biloba extract, mannitol, and zinc gluconate. Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO, an organic solvent), acetone, and methanol were used as a solvent for bakuchiol, BPO, and erythromycin, respectively. These solvents also served as negative control. The compounds were tested at up to nine concentrations. Each solution (2 mL) was placed in a Petri dish and covered with Wilkins–Chalgren agar medium (18 mL). After solidification, each dish was inoculated with a calibrated suspension of the *P. acnes* strain to be tested. Cultures were incubated under anaerobic conditions with the test products for 48 hours at 37°C. The MIC corresponded to the lowest concentration of the active for which no visible culture was observed (up to three colonies were considered not relevant).
Clinical testing
The antibacterial activity of a topical cream containing BGM complex and other compounds, including zinc gluconate, was tested using VISIA CAS (Parsippany, NJ, USA) numeric photographs. Assessments were made on porphyrins visible under ultraviolet light on the face as white spots. Assessments were made in 17 healthy volunteers aged 19 to 34 years with both oily skin and mild to moderate facial acne (minimum five inflammatory lesions) having provided written informed consent. Participants applied BGM complex in a cream formulation twice daily for 84 days. No product was to be applied at visit days 28, 56, and 84. Prior to each examination, participants cleansed their face using a cotton swab with 2 mL (Crealine®, Laboratoire Bioderma [NAOS], France).

The percentage of the mean variation value was calculated for each parameter using the following formula:

\[ \Delta \% = \left( \frac{T_a - T_m}{T_m} \right) \times 100 \]  

with \( T_a \) = measured on the treated zone at time \( t_i \) and \( T_m \) = measured on the treated zone at time \( t_0 \).

The Student's \( t \)-test was used to compare variations at the different study visits compared to day 0 and between compounds.

In vitro testing of the antioxidation activity of squalene
The antioxidation potential of three concentrations (3.9, 9.5, and 19 mM) of bakuchiol was tested in vitro compared to two vitamin E samples at 3.9 and 19 mM. Hydrogen peroxide at 15% was used as an oxidation agent. Hydrogen peroxide and the antioxidation agents were added to squalene. Stigmasterol 25 mg in 5 mL of chloroform was used as an internal standard and added to both bakuchiol and vitamin E-treated samples.

Squalene was quantified after incubation at room temperature for 1 hour and extraction using gas chromatography coupled with mass spectrometry: an Agilent 6890N (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA) gas chromatography unit equipped with an on-column injector was coupled to a Agilent 5975 Mass Selective Detector mass spectrometer via a high-temperature interface. Separation was achieved using a 30 m ×0.25 mm ×0.1 µm ZB-1HT capillary column (Phenomenex®, Torrance, CA, USA). Helium was used as a carrier gas at a constant flow of 0.8 mL/min. Injector and transfer line temperatures were set to 250°C and 300°C, respectively. EI mass spectra were recorded in a total ion current monitoring mode. EI mass spectra operating conditions were source temperature at 250°C, ionizing energy at 70 eV, and a scan range from 100 to 500 m/z.

The Kruskal–Wallis test was used to compare the distribution of lipid variables.

Ex vivo testing of the anti-inflammatory activity
A total of 15 human skin explants with a diameter of 10±1 mm were obtained from the abdomen of a 40-year-old female subject who underwent plastic surgery and had provided written donor consent. Explants were cultured in a Bio EC's explant medium at 37°C in a humid atmosphere enriched with 5% of CO₂. A cream containing BGM complex was applied twice daily for 3 days (days 0, 1, and 2) at a dose of 2 mg/cm²; one sample group did not receive any product application. On days 1 and 2, a paper disk containing 30 µL of a reconstituted lyophilized \( P. \) acnes strain was applied for 1 hour, twice daily, on the surfaces of all explants, except for the control (n=5). Skin explants not exposed to \( P. \) acnes or BGM complex served as control samples. For samples receiving the test product, this was made prior to product application. On day 3, culture medium samples were taken and frozen at −80°C.

The concentration of IL-8 and TNF-\( \alpha \) in the culture medium samples was assessed using an ELISA kit according to provider's instructions (IL-8: Cat# EH-IL8-001, RayBio®, Norcross, GA, USA; TNF-\( \alpha \): 589201, Cayman Inc., Ann Arbor, MI, USA). Absorption was assessed using the multimode reader Tecan Infinite M200Pro, Tecan Inc., Männedorf, Switzerland. IL-8 quantification was expressed in ng/mL and TNF-\( \alpha \) in pg/mL.

The Student's \( t \)-test was used for statistical purposes. The probability level was set at 5%.

Assessment of the sebum composition
A study conducted between February and April 2011 assessed the quantitative and qualitative sebum composition in 38 healthy volunteers with acne prone skin and ten healthy volunteers with no acne. Prior to any inclusion, the study received authorization from the relevant ethics committee of the investigational site at Villeurbanne, France and French health regulations under the following number: 10E3092. Subjects were all Caucasians, had predominantly a skin phototype III, and were aged between 18 and 40 years.

Subjects were randomized on site to receive for 56 days either the placebo cream or BGM complex in a cream.

Sebum from the forehead was sampled on days 0, 28, and 56 using genuine glassware Sebum kit (Synelvia, Labège, France). Lipids were eluted in inert organic solvent and frozen at −20°C prior to analyses.
The analysis of the sebum composition through specific sebum markers comprising nonoxidized squalene, oleic acid, linoleic acid, and sapienic acid was performed using the gas chromatography coupled with mass spectrometry method as detailed earlier.

The Student’s t-test was used for statistical purposes. The probability level was set at 5%.

**Results**

**Antibacterial activity**

**In vitro testing**

Results from this in vitro study showed that the MIC inhibiting *P. acnes* growth was 0.0005% for bakuchiol, 0.00002% for mannitol, and 0.0002% for Ginkgo biloba extract. MIC for zinc gluconate was 0.12%, 0.008% for BPO, and 0.0000125% for erythromycin. DMSO, sterilized and osmosed water, acetone, and methanol had no antibacterial activity against *P. acnes* at concentrations used to solubilize tested compounds.

**Clinical testing**

Results from the clinical assessments of the porphyrins parameter on the face (average scoring) showed a significant decrease (*P* < 0.05) as early as day 28 (0.0144±0.0032) from day 0 (0.0203±0.0042), which was sustained until day 56 (0.0128±0.002905). Due to an increase of porphyrins in three participants, the difference was not statistically significant at day 84 (0.0154±0.0034) for the front of the face. When evaluating the right and left sides of the face, a statistically significant decrease at all post-day 0 visits was observed (*P*<0.05) (Figure 1).

**In vitro testing of the antioxidative activity of squalene**

The antioxidative potential of bakuchiol was assessed in a model using squalene previously oxidized by $H_2O_2$. Bakuchiol protected squalene from oxidation by 30.0% at a concentration of 3.9 mM and 36.9% at 19 mM compared to 15.2% and 40.3% for vitamin E at the same concentrations (Figure 2).

Under the study conditions, the squalene protection index of Bakuchiol was as twice as high as that of vitamin E.

**Ex vivo testing of the anti-inflammatory activity**

**IL-8**

For untreated explants, the IL-8 level in supernatants was 59.3±8.1 ng/mL after 3 days. Following 3 days incubation of skin samples with *P. acnes*, IL-8 secretion increased by 92% (114.0±9.4 ng/mL). Applying BGM complex cream resulted in a significant limited increase of 45% (89.6±4.6 ng/mL, *P*<0.01) of *P. acnes*-induced IL-8 secretion (Figure 3A).

**TNF-α**

For untreated skin explants, the TNF-α level in supernatants was 9.9±1.8 pg/mL after 3 days. Incubation for 3 days with

---

**Figure 1** Decrease of porphyrin score over time after application of BGM complex twice daily.

**Note:** *P*<0.05 compared to day 0; porphyrins were assessed at days 0, 28, 56, and 84 using ultraviolet light and the VISIA CAS numeric photographic system (Canfield, UK) after twice daily application of BGM complex.

**Abbreviation:** BGM, bakuchiol, Ginkgo biloba extract, and mannitol.
A new dermocosmetic for acne

P. acnes caused an increase of TNF-α secretion of 138% (23.6±3.1 pg/mL). Applying a BGM complex cream resulted in a significant limited increase of 46.0% (17.3±2.0 pg/mL, \(P<0.01\)) of P. acnes-induced TNF-α secretion (Figure 3B).

Assessment of the sebum composition

Regular applications of BGM complex in a cream over 56 days improved the assessed sebum markers in subjects prone to acne: the quantity of nonoxidized squalene increased by 27%, 37% for linoleic acid, and 10% for sapienic acid; for oleic acid, it had decreased by 10% (Figure 4). Statistically significant differences compared to day 0 were observed after 56 days (\(P<0.05\)). No remarkable changes from day 0 were observed in the placebo group. After 56 days of application, the sebum composition produced by subjects with acne was similar to that of subjects without acne.

Discussion

Acne is a multifactorial condition with a complex pathophysiology. Management currently combines pharmacologically active substances, such as topical retinoids, antibiotics, or other molecules alone or combined with each other, as well as dermocosmetics to prevent dryness and erythema caused by such medications.27

The present work reports in vitro, ex vivo, and clinical data about BGM complex, a new dermocosmetic compound for the adjunctive management of acne.

Under in vitro test conditions, the BGM complex has antibacterial properties against P. acnes similar to other currently known antibacterial agents, such as zinc gluconate, BPO, and erythromycin.21,28–31 Clinical testing of the BGM complex cream using a photometric quantification method through ultraviolet light fluorescence of porphyrins generated by P. acnes confirmed the in vitro results: BGM complex significantly reduces the number of porphyrins by inhibiting P. acnes growth as early as 28 days after the first application and at day 56. The fact that its efficacy on the front side of the face was not significantly sustained until day 84 may be due to the small sample size and the fact that three subjects had an increased porphyrin count at the end of the study, biasing the present results.

Ex vivo testing of its anti-inflammatory potential showed a significant decreased synthesis of IL-8 and TNF-α cytokines caused by P. acnes, suggesting a reduced inflammation associated with acne lesions.

In vitro testing of the antioxidation potential confirmed that at a molecular concentration of 3.9 mM, bakuchiol was twice as effective as vitamin E in reducing squalene oxidation. This result indicates that bakuchiol may allow the temporary replacement of naturally produced vitamin E in individuals with acne, thus re-equilibrating the qualitative balance of sebum.

We confirmed these results through a clinical study. After 56 days of treatment, the lipid profile analyzed by gas chromatography coupled with mass spectrometry demonstrated that the rate of nonoxidized squalene had increased by 17% compared to day 0 and by 27% when compared to placebo while acne-prone subjects presented with a sebum lipid composition very similar to that of healthy subjects: the decreased levels of sapienic and linoleic acid and the increased level of oleic acid observed in subjects with acne returned to levels observed in normal skin.

The present study results complete those shown through a recently reported clinical study in 111 patients with acne who received a retinoid (adapalene) and BGM complex in
a cream or a placebo cream. This study demonstrated that the BGM complex improves the treatment outcome of the retinoid in patients with acne vulgaris.

**Conclusion**

The BGM complex acts directly on acne in reducing *P. acnes* and inflammation, inhibiting squalene oxidation and restoring healthy levels of fatty acids in the sebum.

By having an impact on the major parameters involved in acne, the BGM complex may provide a complete adjunctive care in patients with acne.
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